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I.

BACKGROUND

Background. The Alpine Level II Water Supply Master Plan Update was first initiated in 2005 in
response to the rapid growth occurring in Alpine and North Lincoln County. Larger numbers of home
buyers and investors sought more affordable options outside of Jackson and Teton County where the
population and demand for workers also grew rapidly starting in the early 1990’s. Census data
showed that between 1990 and 2000, Alpine’s population within the city limits grew 175 percent from
200 to 550 with current 2009 unofficial estimates as high as 1000. Future long term growth in this
area is anticipated to continue at a more moderate pace with forecasts for an annual rate in the range
of 1.0 to 1.5 percent. Figure 1 shows a general location map of the Alpine city limits and surrounding
private lands.
The Town of Alpine undertook a number of water system improvements in 1995 and 1996 with the
construction of two new partially buried elevated cast-in-place concrete storage tanks (500,000 gallon
lower and 250,000 gallon upper) located on Forest Service land south of the city limits, a booster
pump station to supply to new upper tank and several transmission and distribution line upgrades.
Total current outstanding principal on the loans obtained for these improvements are approximately
$400,000 with an annual debt service payment of $39,000.
The Level II study identified a number of water supply and distribution system needs resulting from
recent past deficiencies and deferred maintenance as the Town struggle to keep up with the rapid
growth. Alpine, incorporated in 1989, grew out of a rural water district formed in the early 1970’s to
serve a mostly summer population. Many of the distribution lines are shallow and constructed with
non-municipal grade piping. The water system was originally configured around a single gravity
supply spring, located about 1 ¼ miles south of the city limits on US Forest Lands (Little Jenny Lake
area). Although the spring was not specifically demonstrated to be a source of contamination, it was
determined to be a potential risk following an E coli outbreak in the summer of 1998. Health concerns
together with an inability to provide adequate flow during the drier months led to the springs eventual
abandonment as a potable supply. Two wells drilled in 1977 and 1988 with pumping rates of 300 to
350 gpm each currently supply all potable needs. The Level II Study has recommended that these
two wells be enlarged to pump 650 to 700 gpm and that a third well (completed as a part of the study)
be added with similar pumping capability to accommodate current needs, increase reliability and
provide for future growth – continuing with a groundwater-only based supply system.

II.

SERVICE AREA / REGIONALIZATION

Town of Alpine. The current water system serves approximately 400 residential and commercial
taps within the Alpine city limits which includes an area of about 450 acres (See Figure 1). More than
85 percent of the taps are residential with the remainder made up of an assortment of non-residential
and commercial users. There are currently a lower (~400 acres and 350 connections) and an upper
pressure zone (~50 acres and 50 connections) served by 500,000 and 250,000 gallons gravity tanks
respectively located on USFS lands to the south. Most all future growth is expected to occur in the
lower pressure zone where more than 600 taps are anticipated within the current city limits at buildout. The two supply wells pumps directly to the lower 500,000 gallon tank. Booster pumps at the well
site pump to the upper 250,000 gallon tank. Figure 2 shows the overall system.
Other Community Systems. The North Star Utility is a private water company created by the
developers of the Alpine Meadows Subdivision to provide domestic and fire suppression water to
undeveloped private lands on the north side of the Snake River. The service area presently includes
a total of about 155 acres (Alpine Meadows Subdivision, the Snake River Junction Subdivision and
the Flying Saddle Lodge) however a two fold or greater expansion is possible based upon adjacent
private lands and zoning. The utility company has over the past three years installed a new elevated
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540,000 gallon storage tank and about 20,000 feet of transmission and distribution mains to service
the properties. The North Star Utility company has also added several new supply wells on the Flying
Saddle with an total estimate capacity of about 200 gpm.
The North Alpine Improvement and Service District (NAISD) was formed in 2002 to make critical
improvements to the outdated water system serving the Rees Subdivision (1960 filing) and Nordic
Inn. A number of WWDC sponsored improvements were made including new distribution lines, fire
hydrants, an elevated 200,000 gallon concrete storage tank and two supply wells in 2005. Additional
properties to the north and west have been added since 2005 and for a total of about 201 units (at
build out) on about 150 acres. A total of four wells with a capacity of about 300 gpm are currently on
line. Future expansion is expected to be limited to the few adjacent properties with larger
undeveloped parcels more likely to become apart of the North Star Utility system.
A number of small private and semi-public water systems existing in the north Alpine area were
discussed in the 1995 WWDC Alpine Junction Level I Study. Most are limited in size and production
and often predate the current DEQ and Lincoln County standards for supply and fire protection.
Several of these smaller systems would be candidates for connection to the North Star System as
they experience demands and where they are financially capable of absorbing increased tap fee and
monthly user costs.
Regional Water System. The existing Alpine and North Star Utility infrastructure is well suited to
provide for the creation of a future regional system. The main skeleton of the system is created by
the two existing 500,000 gallon storage tanks (Alpine Lower Tank, North Star Utility Tank, located at
similar elevations) and existing transmission lines. Future implementation of any regional system
would first require the construction of a transmission main crossing on the Snake River Bridge which
has conceptually planned to be suspended from the bridge (west side) as an insulated and heat
traced 14 ductile iron pipe. Additional supply is expected to come from future wells along the Grand
Valley Fault (See Hydrogeologic Investigations) including possible additional wells near the three
existing Alpine wells. Additional smaller wells may also be added to the system as they are developed
throughout the area including on the north side of the Snake River. All ongoing and proposed
improvements for the Town of Alpine will enhance regionalization potential and provide greater
options for the Town.

III. WATER DEMAND PROJECTIONS
Present maximum daily use within the Town of Alpine is estimated to be about 940,000 gpd (650
gpm) requiring the operation of the two existing wells ( each producing about 300 to 350 gpm) almost
continuously during peak use periods times. Both wells are also required to operate simultaneously
for some portion of the time during five months of the year. Figure 3 presents current estimated
monthly demands in comparison to current and projected future water supply capabilities. Based
upon planning projections for the Town, the 20 year maximum day demand is expected to exceed
1000 gpm (1,440,000 gpd) within the current city limits. Service to new areas annexed to the city
would increase this estimate accordingly. With the three wells and proposed upgrades, the Town
would be able to meet the anticipated demands while allowing for the largest well to taken out of
service as provided in the DEQ standards.
North Star Utility has projected future water use for Alpine Meadows, Snake River Junction and the
Flying Saddle Lodge to reach about 500 gpm (662,400 gpd) in 20 years. Current maximum day use
factors are still being established given the limited time the system has been in operation however
have to date been less than 75 gpm. However the anticipated use is expected to increase in
proportion to the size of the service area which as noted can potentially double with the incorporation
of other undeveloped lands and existing community systems. North Star Utility is currently looking at
a range of options including possible well sites on the Snake River Junction property for future supply.
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FIGURE 3. ALPINE: MAXIMUM DAILY DEMAND BY MONTH VERSUS SUPPLY
AMBER = CURRENT CONDITIONS; BLUE = FUTURE CONDITIONS (Updated 5-12-09)
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The NAISD projects maximum day demands at buildout within the current service area in the range of
about 250 gpm. Consequently with a current supply capacity of about 300 gpm, this system is
expected to operate independently without need for a regional system or an expansion of the existing
facilities for the foreseeable future.
IV. HYDROGEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS
Hinckley Consulting was retained by Rendezvous Engineering to conduct the groundwater
investigations associated with the Alpine Master Plan Update, Level II Study. This included analysis
and logging of the two existing wells during the summer and fall of 2005, high flow pump testing of the
two wells during the spring of 2006 and drilling and testing of the third exploratory well in the spring
ad summer of 2008. Figure 4 provides a diagram of the three Alpine wells as completed.
Table 1 presents a summary of the initial recommended sustained (several months) pumping
capacities based upon the specific testing and characteristics of each well. Because of inter-well
interference, there are many combinations of individual well discharges that meet the available
drawdown thresholds in addition to what is shown. Water quality for all wells is considered excellent
and based upon existing testing within Safe Drinking Water Act Standards. Hardness is high at about
275 mg/l as CaCO3.
Table 1 - Alpine Well Field Summary and Production Projections
Well No. 1

Well No. 2

Well No. 3

Total Depth (ft)

275

243

267

Diameter (in)

10

10

10

Maximum Pumping Depth
to Water (ft)

180 (top of
perforated section)

150 (end of casing)

225 (top of screen
liner)

Available Drawdown from
90 ft. “static” (ft)

90

60

120

20,000

34,000

25,000

Maximum sustained
capacity single (gpm)

750

750

1,000 (sediment may
be an issue)

Maximum sustained
capacity combined(gpm)

400
500
500

400
300
500

800
900
500

Local transmissivity
(gpd/ft)

Wellfield-wide transmissivity approx. 40,000 gpd/ft; storage coefficient - 0.03,

The current Alpine wellfield appears to be located in a particularly favorable portion of the aquifer, the
full extent of which is unknown. Based on the hydrogeologic model developed to date, the high
permeability of the wellfield is associated with north-south trending faults and associated fracturing in
the bedrock formations (See Geologic Map, Figure 5). Locations north of the wellfield along this trend
may also offer favorable permeability, but are impacted by residential development including septic
systems and runoff. To the south, this trend carries into areas of steep slopes without easy access.
Accessible areas to the east of the present wellfield, although off the inferred fault trend, overlie
strongly deformed limestone beds which may provide additional, high-permeability groundwater
development opportunities and improved recharge potential from the Greys River.
A
hydrogeologically based siting study should precede additional expansion of the Alpine wellfield.
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NAISA Wellfield
North Star Utility wells

Alpine Wellfield
No. 1
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No. 3

Grand Valley Fault Zone (USGS)

fault outcrop - x
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(this study)
geology: U.S. Geological Survey (Albee and Collins, 1975; Jobin, 1972)

Figure 5 - Alpine-area Geology and
Well Location Map

V. IMPROVEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS AND COST ESTIMATES
Recommendations for water system improvements have been developed from numerous discussions
with the Alpine operators and Town staff, onsite observations of supply well operation, the extensive
review of existing record drawings, engineering analysis of the distribution system and other record
data and observations collected from 2005 through 2008. The water supply and transmission
improvements recommended for funding under the WWDC Level III program (total of $1,564,000 of
which 67 % or $1,047,880 is available as grant) are numbered. Recommended improvements to be
funded through other sources (not WWDC grant eligible, total of $974,500) are listed by letter. Not
included with the Level III costs but included in the overall financial analysis is the construction and
testing of Well # 3 which was completed under the Level II program. The total cost estimates include
engineering, contingencies and construction phase services in addition to construction costs.
Recommended for Funding under WWDC Level III Construction Program
1. Well # 1 and # 2 Upgrade: $180,000. Includes new 75 hp pumps and motors, pitless units, VFD
controller, drop pipe and miscellaneous fittings and equipment related to the supply wells.
2. Control System Upgrade: $170,000. Includes to the extent possible use of a radio system to
improve reliability and allow continuous monitoring of two water tank levels. The system will also
include level transducers in the three well to monitor well levels at various production rates and new
flow meter and chlorinator systems. Also includes electrical upgrades to allow for larger power supply
for well pumps.
3. Generator and Control Building Expansion: $187,000. Includes building expansion and piping
upgrades to accommodate the larger capacity wells and a new diesel standby generator to power all
three wells and the two booster pumps along with new piping to eliminate underground vault and
connect to transmission lines in Greys River Road.
4. Well # 3 Completion: $162,500. Includes 75 hp pump, motor, drop pipe, pitless unit and related
fittings plus 8 inch piping and main power from well site to control building.
5. Greys River Transmission Line Upgrade: $573,800. Includes the replacement of an older 8 inch
transmission line along the south and west sides of the Greys River Road from the well field to the
north side of State Highway 89. Includes additional piping from the control building to the Greys River
road and numerous valves and connections to existing distribution mains. Transmission line to be
minimum of 10 inch with sections of 12 inch to provide for current and future needs.
6. Tank Transmission Line: $290,700 Includes the installation of 14 inch main from Greys River
Road to 500,000 gallon tank to improve delivery capacity and to accommodate upgraded well
capacity.
Recommended / Not WWDC Grant Eligible
A. Distribution Line Replacements (Forest Circle, Three Rivers Drive, Meadows Drive, East Mill
Road) $580,000. Includes the replacement of older deficient 4, 6 and 8 inch lines with municipal
grade 8 inch mains buried to proper depths with new valves, hydrants and service connections.
B. Pressure Reducing Vault Replacement $91,200. Includes two new PRV stations (one is a
replacement) to provide better hydraulic connection between upper and lower pressure zones.
C. Snake River Bridge Crossing. $303,300. Based upon 14 inch DIP insulated and heat traced pipe
suspended from state highway bridge plus extensions to connect to existing piping. Key component
to connect to northern properties for future regional system as either back-up or primary supply.
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VI. FINANCING AND USER FEES
The recommended improvements and related preliminary cost estimates (Items 1 through 6) focus on
upgrades to the water supply system and two transmission line upgrades using 67% grant funding
from the Wyoming Water Development Commission and 2 ½ %, 20-year loans through the State
Land and Investment Board Drinking Water State Revolving Fund (DWSRF). The WWDC grant funds
have been authorized as well as a portion of the SLIB funding for the well upgrades and controls.
Table 2 summarizes the likely financing for these items where local matching funds are provided
through the SLIB program. Based upon this analysis, total costs for the Town of Alpine would be
approximately $7.20 per tap (400 taps) per month. The recommended water supply related
improvements would be approximately $3.39 or 47% of the total with the remaining transmission line
improvements would be $3.81 or 53% of the total.
Funding for the other recommended non-WWDC grant eligible improvements (Items A through C) will
require separate applications before the State Loan and Investment Board or other entity. The
distribution system line replacement and PRV stations would qualify for 50% grants under the Mineral
Royal Grant (MRG) program and 50% local match under the DWSRF loan program at 2 ½ % 20
years. Other programs with a higher percentage grant and lower interest rate may be possible
through new federal funding and stimulus funding recently authorized or in progress through
congress. The Snake River Bridge crossing may qualify for a Business Readiness Grant through the
Wyoming Business Council where up to 90% funding may be possible for eligible projects which can
be shown to have the potential for new job creation. Business Council grants are in high demand and
funds are limited so proper planning and coordination of any application will be required. Funding
applications involving private-public partnerships are eligible and may have application for this
recommended improvement.
The current Town of Alpine base water use rate is $33.00 per month for 12,000 gallons. Average fees
collected are somewhat higher based upon a rate of $2.00 per 1,000 gallons for use in excess of the
base 12,000 gallon allowance. Table 3 presents estimated annual costs for the water system based
upon past budget information and proposed improvements. Monthly fees in the range of $40.00 are
suggested to fund the loan portion of the recommended improvements. Actual charges and user fee
will be determined by the Alpine town council.
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TABLE 2. ALPINE WATER SUPPLY ESTIMATED COSTS AND RECOMMENDED FUNDING SUMMARY -- APRIL 2009
REF
No.

PROJECT COMPONENT

BUDGET
ESTIMATE

WWDC
GRANT

WWDC
LOAN

SLIB SLIB AUTHORIZED ADDITIONAL

SLIB
TOTAL

ANNUAL
COST

MONTLY
COST / TAP

WWDC LEVEL II CONSTRUCTION RECOMMENDATIONS
1

WELL NO. 1 AND NO. 2 UPGRADE

$180,000

$120,600

$59,400

$59,400

$3,810

$0.79

2

CONTROL SYSTEM UPGRADE - NO
GENERATOR

$170,000

$113,900

$56,100

$56,100

$3,599

$0.75

3

GENERATOR / BUILDING ADDITION

$187,000

$125,290

$61,710

$61,710

$3,959

$0.82

4

WELL NO. 3 COMPLETION / PIPING

$162,500

$108,875

$53,625

$53,625

$3,440

$0.72

5

TRANSMISSION LINE UPGRADE / GREYS
RIVER ROAD TO NORTH OF TOWN

$573,800

$384,446

$189,354

$189,354

$12,147

$2.53

6

TRANSMISSION LINE FROM WELL FIELD TO
TANK SITE

$290,700

$194,769

$95,931

$95,931

$6,154

$1.28

$1,564,000

$1,047,880

$400,620

$516,120

$33,108

$6.90

$1,445

$0.30

$34,552

$7.20

TOTAL ALL COMPONENTS

$0

$115,500

WWDC LEVEL III WELL CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING
1

WELL NO. 3 CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING
ONLY
TOTAL ALL COMPONENTS

$59,500

$39,865

$19,635

$1,623,500

$1,087,745

$19,635

$115,500

$400,620

$516,120

Asummptions: WWDC Grant Portion, 67%; DWSRF Loan, 2.5% 20 years; WWDC Loan. 4.0% 20 years; Sevice Connections: 400. All cost estimates include engineering, contingency and
construction phase services in addition to overall construction.

TABLE 3. ESTIMATED ANNUAL COST

ITEM

GENERAL ESTIMATE

REMARKS

Adiministration

$15,000

Billing

Existing Debt Service

$39,000

Existing Debt Service

New Debt Service

$35,000

Proposed Debt for recommended improvements under WWDc
Level III Construction Program

Repairs

$25,000

Allowance

Reserves

$25,000

Set aside for pumps, electrical replacement

Chlorine

$2,500

Sodium Hypochlorite System

Fuel

$500

Generator

Power

$12,000

Pump operation, building heat, $1000/ mo avg, estimate only

Labor

$32,500

25 hours per week @$25/hr

Testing

$3,000

EPA testing for community system, lab fees, shipping

Miscellaneous

$2,500

Bonding, Insurance and miscellaneous administration costs

ESTIMATED ANNUAL COST

$192,000

Estimated costs only.

ESTIMATED MONTHLY COSTS

$40.00

Estimated costs only.

Note: Costs are estimates only for planning and discussion. Actual costs to be determined by Alpine Town Council. Assumes 400
service connections

